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SEEBURGER and Evolutioneers Partner to Provide Digital Solutions for the Oil and Gas Industry

Oil & Gas Solutions and Services
SEEBURGER and Evolutioneers have formed a partnership that will help companies across the oil and gas industry with challenging integration and digitalization scenarios. The two companies have common goals and the partnership will
work toward one vision: Connect all process stakeholders and enable the flow
of relevant business data.
The Evolutioneers team, which has focused on the oil and gas industry with SAP
and other industry solutions for decades, has created a new start-up environment to accelerate solutions and drive digital transformation in the industry.
SEEBURGER offers a comprehensive hybrid integration platform that is able to
integrate anything. Together we offer solutions that solve business problems,
add value and benefits, provide business management and control, and provide
pro-active support, all with a customer-centric foundation.

Solutions That Work for Your Business
SEEBURGER Business Integration Suite provides secure, continuous flow of
information, and flexibility to integrate MFT, API/EAI, B2B/EDI, E-Invoicing applications into any SAP/ERP system. The SEEBURGER platform provides multiple
options so you can connect with customers, suppliers, partners, brokers, logistics and field services, via AS2, RosettaNet, email or any other communication
channel. We help oil and gas companies to improve time- and effort-intensive
onboarding and maintenance practices, with automation, self-services and predefined compliance checks to improve data quality. And with our single platform
you can consolidate systems and operate with lower costs.
Evolutioneers offers consulting and solutions based on long industry experience and proven successes in improving IT and business processes of oil and
gas companies. Together with our customers, we create solutions to make
digitalization tangible within the oil and gas industry. One example is the
Service Station Management App for management and control of service station networks with comprehensive reporting and forecasting functionalities. It
provides headquarters, station managers and lessees with a full and flexible

About Evolutioneers

Evolutioneers is all about thinking
outside the box to offer solutions for
specific business challenges. Our primary objective: Creating added value
for the process and oil & gas industry
by exploiting the full potential of digitalization.
With our unique mixture of industry
expertise, SAP ® experience and IT
knowledge, we design, build, and implement innovative and efficient processes and solutions including apps
and enhance existing SAP® and other
industry solutions.
Our focus lies in the integration of all
stakeholders and in the transformation of mass data into smart data as a
basis for business management and
control, simplified workflows, increased customer centricity, flexibility,
and improved business success.
We at Evolutioneers connect people
and processes – creating tomorrow’s
processes today.
www.evolutioneers.com
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overview and control over each service station and the service station network.
The solution offers significant figures and KPIs on all relevant information levels
including fuels and shop turnover, sales, margins, forecast and comparative
values for benchmarking.
Together, SEEBURGER’s Business Integration Suite (BIS) and Evolutioneers’ consulting and solutions bring a long history of proven success in the industry, and
we’re proud to be working in partnership.

How this Benefits Your Business

Customers will benefit from customized, coordinated solutions for the digitalization of business processes and can implement their increasing integration
requirements quickly, easily, standardized and within predefined budgets.
Interfaces for information applications, mobile apps or prefabricated integration adapters are just a few of the applications.

Joint strengths of SEEBURGER and Evolutioneers

About SEEBURGER

SEEBURGER is a driving force for digital
transformation and enables its
customers to digitize and integrate
internal and external data.
SEEBURGER is a global leader in
business integration offering
innovative business solutions on a
unified, agile and scalable suite
that is designed to meet the most
common integration scenarios in
a secure and reliable way, including
B2B/EDI, MFT, EAI and API.
SEEBURGER’s industry-leading
solutions are available on any cloud,
as hybrid or on-premise deployments.

Connecting systems and oil and gas stakeholders
	
with standardized interfaces
Simplifying and automating complex processes to
	
reduce errors and costs

SEEBURGER customers benefit from
more than 30 years of industry
expertise and process knowledge
from projects with more than 10,000
companies such as Bosch, EMMI,
EnBW, E.ON, Hapag-Lloyd,

Changing mass data into meaningful information
	
that drives business decisions
Understanding business processes and delivering
	
innovative ideas, tools, solutions and services
Through this partnership we can offer industry
solutions in a flexible, fast and innovative way to
meet the challenges of digitalization and integration,
and to support our customers implementing
new concepts and strategies.
Jan Kirsch, Senior Vice President Utilities, Oil, Gas and Chemicals by SEEBURGER

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen, LichtBlick, Lidl, Linde, OSRAM, Ritter Sport,
SCHIESSER, SEW- EURODRIVE, s.Oliver,
SupplyOn, Volkswagen and others.
Bretten has been the headquarters of
the company since its foundation in
1986. SEEBURGER has 11 subsidiaries
in Europe, Asia and North America.
www.seeburger.com
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